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On Tuesday 23rd March Magnificat printed a fragment from an ancient 

Eucharistic Liturgy and I thought that it would be a good start for the 

April edition of our Magazine. 

 

The Sacred Body Lifted Up 
 

Let us invoke Christ. 

The Sacred Body of Christ! 

The lamb of God, 

the sacred Body of him 

who died for our salvation! 
 

The sacred Body of him 

Who revealed the mystery of grace 

of the new covenant 

to his disciples. 
 

The sacred Body which 

washed with water 

the feet of the Apostles, 

and with the Spirit 

washed their souls. 
 

The sacred Body which 

pardoned the penitent woman, 

the sacred Body whose blood 

makes us clean. 
 

The sacred Body which 

received the kiss of betrayal; 

the sacred Body which 

loved the world so much 

as to accept even death on a cross. 
 

We bless and glorify your name. 

eed to think about our contribution to the Parish Family. Is there some  
  

The last question allows me to remember a several of our parishioners.  

Nicky Clayton, moved down to Cornwall in the middle of February. She has moved to be closer 

to one of her daughters. I was able to say thank you to Nicky at Christmas and offered Mass for 

her on 17th February. Nicky was involved in so many activities over the years with her late 

husband Rob. She was an active member of our social and fundraising group (FOSH), Friends 

of the Sacred Heart. (She was Chair until she left and when the pandemic lockdown is over we 

shall need to reconstitute the group and find some new members). Nicky also coordinated the 

(continued overleaf) 
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This fragment reminds us of what the last 40 days of Lent have been 

about, our prayer, reflections, acts of kindness and charity and our alms 

giving. This ancient Liturgy, like so many of our old texts is able to sum 

up in these 24 short lines our faith, belief, love and praise. But this faith 

is not just about Lent, it is about our whole life in Christ, yesterday, 

today and tomorrow. His love for us, captured in his death and 

resurrection, means we try to live that love by the way we treat our 

neighbour and therefore our creator. 

The Easter Vigil, even in the constrained celebration we have because 

of lockdown, centres on Christ the Light of the World, Christ the Living 

Water feeding us with light and water which sustains us. So it opportune 

to remember that this year we are supporting the CAFOD big walk for 

water. Water is so important in our faith; Baptism where we are washed 

with water and the Holy Spirit; Reconciliation where are sins are 

forgiven and washed away by the Precious Blood and the water which 

flowed from the side of Christ. So how appropriate that the water we are 

walking for is to help those elsewhere live and have a sustainable life. 

Thank you for your support for this walk and remember to pray for those 

who we hope will be supplied with water. I hope we will know the 

communities we are contributing to so that we may write to them and 

keep them in our prayers as a parish. 

 

On behalf of Deacons Vincent, David and Philip and myself may I wish 

you all a very happy and Joyful Easter. May God Bless you and continue 

to keep you safe. 

 

Michael J Thomas [Parish Priest]  
 

 

100+ club winners, March 2021 draw 
1st prize, Fr. Michael; 
2nd prize Ray Hunt; 
3rd prize Liz Speers. 
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THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK 
YOU 

 

The first thing I would like to say is a very 
big Thank You for all the very generous 

donations to CAFOD’s Lenten campaign to make water accessible to 
more communities in northern Ethiopia. At the time of writing this, the 
total for my 10k run sponsorship is £1,180.91. Fr. Michael will be giving 
us an update on donations made directly to the parish, but I understand 
that we are well on the way to raising enough funds for 4 water 
installations………..and we haven’t finished yet!! 
 
We can’t hope to solve the world’s problems in one go, but we can help 
to lighten the load. We ask Jesus to show us how to join our hands with 
communities around the world and offer them hope. When it would be 
easier to look away, open our eyes and let us see opportunities to help 
others. When we feel we can’t make a difference, walk with us and give 
us the strength to carry on. 
 

Looking Forward……. 
Let’s call for a recovery that helps everyone 

  

There is still some way to go before the end of the pandemic, but with 
the vaccine rollout in the UK, we’re looking ahead. Pope Francis has 
warned that the rush to return to normal risks leaving many of the 
world’s problems unsolved. 
  
This year we want the recovery from the pandemic to include everyone, 
especially the world’s poorest communities, and to tackle global poverty, 
injustice and the climate crisis. As followers of Jesus, may we show his 
compassion and be a source of hope for all our brothers and sisters, our 
global family, and our common home, the earth. 
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 The eyes of the world are on us, because the British government will 
host the G7 summit in June and the UN COP26 climate talks in 
November. World leaders will make critical decisions and, as host, the 
UK has significant influence. We must tell our MPs and our Prime 
Minister that we care deeply about the outcome of these talks. History 
proves that ordinary people can bring about political change, so the 
more people who lobby their MP and sign CAFOD’s petition, the better. 

cafod.org.uk/reclaim 

Through their duties in Parliament, our MPs can lend tremendous 
support to these issues, helping us to bring about the changes that Pope 
Francis calls for, and of course, please remember this cause in your 
prayers. 
 

And something completely, different..... 

Step into the Gap 

CAFOD believes in equipping and inspiring young adult leaders to be able 
to contribute to a more just and peaceful world. 

In partnership with our UK placements, we offer opportunities for 18-30 
year olds to gain experience, develop leadership skills and spend a year 
in the service of others. This allows them to inspire a generation of 
people to act for the poorest and most marginalized. If you are in this 
age group, or know someone who might be interested, please mention 
this to them. 

Apply for 2021 

Why not do your Catholic Gap year with CAFOD?  Applications for 
September 2021 are now open until 31 May 2021. 

Applications can be completed by the downloadable form or the online 
form which will be coming soon.  
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The compulsory induction training will take place on 10 - 12 August 
2021.  

If you are in a retreat centre, university chaplaincy or school 
chaplaincy you can volunteer as part of a programme which works 
alongside the Catholic community and others to bring about a more just 
world. This programme includes a visit to CAFOD partners and the 
communities we work with overseas. 

Find out more on CAFOD’s website: 

cafod.org.uk/Education/For-young-people/CAFOD-Gap-year 

Thank you 

Nora Maw 

 

Friends of the Holy Land 

Father Michael has received an email from FHL, the Friends of the 
Holy Land, thanking the parish for their donation of £300.20 from the 
parish crib collection to support Christians in the Holy Land, and 
asking for the following message to be included in this magazine: 
 

 ‘Friends of the Holy Land would like to thank all parishioners who 
donated to the parish crib collection, raising £300.20 for Christians in 
the Holy Land. Conditions are extremely challenging there currently, 
especially as they face another Easter season without pilgrims. Please 
continue to remember FHL and those we support in your prayers.’ 
- from  

Caroline Ward 
Friends of the Holy Land                               
Farmer Ward Road, Kenilworth, Warks CV8 2DH 
Office: 01926 512980 
Email: caroline.ward@friendsoftheholyland.org.uk 

mailto:caroline.ward@friendsoftheholyland.org.uk
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West Somerset Food Cupboard Newsletter 
February 2021 

Dear Friends,  
 

We continue to send out about thirty food parcels every week. The 
need is clearly evident and I feel is unlikely to lessen in the near 
future even if we are, hopefully emerging from lockdown. When 
furlough ends I fear that some people may be facing 
unemployment and others will not necessarily be able to find the 
seasonal work that is usually available. We have also had a few 
families referred back to us that have not needed help for some 
time and of course we are glad to meet a need where we can. 
 
While the vast majority of our boxes go out to clients via the 
agencies we work with I occasionally have people contact me 
directly asking for food boxes for themselves. While we don’t say 
no I always ask people to contact other agencies as well who can 
help them with longer term issues and deliver their food boxes. 
Food boxes are not a long term solution, so we need to be sure 
that people are getting all the support they need to overcome the 
challenges they are facing. 
 
 We continue to welcome people bringing us a variety of items for 
our boxes and we are forever grateful for their thoughtfulness. It 
has been lovely talking to people who support our work and those 
who use our services, plus a number of people who are interested 
in seeing what we do - when current restrictions are lifted.   
 
We now beginning to stock up on extras for Easter so that we are 
able to put a few 'goodies' in each box. I know that these are a real 
boost for the people receiving them. In terms of our week by week 
needs we have plenty of soup, tinned fish and tinned hot meats but 
are now running short of other items, particularly the following (at 
the moment): 
long life milk                               cartons of fruit juice 
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pasta sauces                               tinned spaghetti  
tinned potatoes and carrots jam 
savoury biscuits coffee 
pasta  

(believe it or not we have finally used up the pasta mountain!) 
 

We have been very generously supported with financial donations 
recently as I have indicated in my previous newsletter; so much so 
that we are financially secure for the time being.  In the light of this, 
and having discussed with the trustees, we are saying that further 
financial donations are not needed at all now, even to fund the 
anticipated increases in demand that might occur which we have 
budgeted for. We are very grateful to all those who have made 
donations and put us in a very good position to continue our work 
for some time to come. However, if that position changes we will 
certainly let you know. Having said all of that we do still need 
donations of the items that we put in our boxes and welcome 
those. 
 

Thank you all again for your support. 
 

Food parcels since the project began in 2007 - 15,770 
Food parcels so far this year - 250 
 

Ann Gibbs Co-ordinator 

COVID - 19 VACCINE APPOINTMENTS 
How do I get to the vaccine centre? 

 

The Exmoor Community Bus may be able to provide free 
transport for people living in our area who have no other transport 
to reach a vaccination centre. 
 

To find out if we can help, please phone 07925 044262.   
 

We understand that housebound people may be offered a 
vaccine in their own homes. GP surgeries can advise on this and 
other vaccine arrangements. 
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THOUGHTS FROM A BLUE ANCHOR DESK 
For April 2021 

As I sit here at my desk looking out over a flat calm sea under a gorgeous pink 

reflection in the clouds of a clear sunset, the huge problems of the World and the 

Covid-19 Pandemic all seem so far away. For sure, Spring is in the air and it seems 

that the birds and bees have spotted that too! 

Pigeons, gulls and our cute pair of blackbirds are incessantly “billing and cooing”, 

squawking and chirping respectably from dawn till dusk.  Similarly, early mornings 

and around dusk, it is getting to be like a segment from “Water ship Down” in the 

field below us.  For those of you who are not “country folk”, I can describe the 

situation as being Spring Hormone charged out here in Blue Anchor.  It is quite funny 

 
 

 
 
 

Women’s World Day of Prayer - April 2021 
This can now be held live, so make a note in your diaries and 
bring your masks: 
Friday 16th April World Day of Prayer Service at St Dubricius 
2.30pm. 
 

Jenny Britnell 
The members of CTiP have sent their condolences regarding 
the sad loss of Jenny Britnell, recognising her “quietly 
indefatigable work at our Lent Lunches” and she has been 
added to their prayer lists. 
 

The St Dubricius Traveller’s box is still there for travellers who 
may be hungry or unable to afford accommodation, so donations 
are still welcome of tinned foodstuffs, rice or pasta as well as 
soap, toothbrushes or toothpaste, spare blankets, sleeping bags 
etc. which could help them out.  
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watching the young buck rabbits charging about over the field trying to catch some 

of the, shall we say, “less than eager” Does! 

 

Easter is truly a time of re-birth both in our Faith and in nature and for us as a 

community who long to worship together having had the best part of a whole year 

being in lockdown this Easter, we pray, should see God's light at the end of this long 

tunnel.  Mass and of course the centrality of The Eucharist has always been the staple 

of our lives.   By the time you get to read this piece we shall be into Eastertide and 

with over half of the UK's adult population having received at least one Covid 

Vaccination the domestic lives of at least the U.K should be slowly albeit tentatively 

getting back to something like normal. 

What I personally have found very reassuring over this past year is that many, many 

of those who have felt uneasy about coming in to Mass have talked to me about the 

great variety of Sunday Masses that they have streamed. Obviously some had hooked 

up with Sunday Mass from Clifton Cathedral, whereas others found comfort in 

“spiritually” linking up with family in their Parishes all over the country. 

In fact, for several months in 2020, the words of “Spiritual Holy Communion” became 

all too familiar to many of us. 

I may have said before, but the World at large has become so very reliant upon digital 

technology, particularly over the past 10 years. BUT! what about all those who, for 

whatever reason, don't have access to the Internet?    

I remember how frustrating it was when nearly 7 years ago we moved into World's 

End and discovered that we had no Broadband Internet connection to BT. What really 

got me was the message that came up on my computer screen that said: 

IF YOU HAVE PROBLEMS OR NO INTERNET CONNECTION – PLEASE 

COMTACT US ON:  WWW.BTINTERNET/SERVICE.COM.     

   “ !!!!!!”  were my very un-Deacon-like words! 

 

As we reflect on Easter 2021, we must be grateful to the Lord that we as a community 

have been able to celebrate with others the endless perfect gift that Christ gave us in 

the Resurrection and forgiveness of the sins of ALL.  We too must reflect on those 

who have succumbed to Covid-19, to the families and loved ones who grieve and pray 

for so many faceless names around the World. 

 

During Lent we lost several faithful Parishioners and their loss will be felt in Church, 

and I look back fondly on the music participation of Jennifer Britnell and on the times 

spent both in Porlock and Eastleigh Residential Home with Helen Dowley whose 

100th Birthday Fr Michael and I attended in 2019.  Helen was a very prim Lady who 

regularly used to check that my shoes were suitably shining and polished when I took 

The Blessed Sacrament to her. 
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Now then, back to Blue Anchor:    One of my Christmas presents from Chris was a 

very special modification to one of my locomotives on the Garden Railway. It was a 

tank attached to a modified tube with three wicks to increase the boiler heat (hope I'm 

not losing you?). 

Anyway, a simple technical fit which had to wait until a lovely sunny, not windy, 

couple of days in March when the big Spring “Steam-up” was to happen. Special 

syringes were provided to fill both the Methylated Spirit tank /reservoir and the water 

boiler.  The loco was placed out on the track, the wind was suitably low, a gas flame 

was applied to light the 3 wicks …...... and to my horror it happened that the meths 

tank had a leak, dropped the lot onto the track itself, which promptly caught fire.  

Sadly, no steam-up, and two feet of track were destroyed.  A phone call the next day 

to the manufacturer brought the response “Ooooh, haven't heard of that happening 

before? …... can you post the bits back and we'll replace it (not the track though).“   

Lucky for me, there was spare track available in the storage and Ben and Len Tover 

our two permanent way team were quick to repair the track damage. 

 

As I complete this month's rambling thoughts from Blue Anchor, that spectacular 

sunset has given way to a starry night and the darkness is broken by the headlights of 

a tractor ploughing just below us, and another across the valley on the steep field 

behind Chapel Cleeve.   These farmers do work some irregular hours, and as a chap 

in his later years, I would worry about the absence of a loo out in the fields! 

That dilemma reminds me a nice, gentle TV program on at 6.30pm back in March 

called “My unique B&B.”  This featured a series of tiny spaces, way out in the Woods 

of at the end of a hilly field with great views.  A specialist team of craftsmen would 

be called in to help build a bed into a pigsty or shed etc, and a kitchen would be set 

up inside, etc, BUT there was never a mention of a loo, or often electric lights as they 

were so far from a power supply.  Typically, the owners mused about charging often 

£120 +   per night.  Now, perhaps my spirit of adventure had waned somewhat, but 

that much to squash into a hut, out in the wilds, with a kitchen to cook our own, but 

no hot and cold running water, and with no loo, but a shower behind some corrugated 

tin using rain water, really does not appeal! 

But, to get me back to “normal” …..............     I was saddened to hear of the local 

painter and decorator who set off on an adventure to the Arctic / North Pole, who died 

of hypothermia. His wife said he needed a second coat ….............................. 

 

I hate it when I put something in a safe place ….... Then it's pretty much lost forever 

One of the nice things about living in a small place like Minehead, is that when you 

don't know what you're doing, everyone else does! 

At least, as I get older, I find I need just three shops: 
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Specsavers, Boots and Greggs …. 

Yes, my life is just SPECS, DRUGS and SAUSAGE ROLLS. 

 

Indeed, I find it weird being the same age as old people, especially when the TV 

newscaster refers to “An elderly man, aged 70!“  So, do you, dear reader, remember 

a time when a sugar cube was something only posh people used? 

AND – when I was a lad, bananas and tangerines only appeared at Christmas 

 

But, a serious thought to close with: 

 

Your beliefs don't make you a better person: 

Your actions do. 

 

And so, as we move closer to Summer and a loosening of our Covid Bonds, may I 

personally thank you all for your reading my thoughts, sat here at my Blue Anchor 

desk and let us all continue to pray for all those who have been and will continue to 

be affected by the illness and for the souls of all those who have died. 

 

With every Eastertide Blessing 

 

Reverend Deacon David 
 

 

 

Biblical State of Affairs 
 

We are being culled by war 
And disease beyond reason, 

Maybe now more than ever we 
Should look at history, 

By doing so we will learn, 
We cannot carry on as we are, 

We need to change, 
For if we don’t it will be 

The end of life for humanity. 
Michael Solitarius 
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West Somerset Pets: Letter from Ginge 
 

Dear Finn and Everyone, 

It sounds very confusing for you Finn, having your 

kitchen altered like that. Here I prefer everything to 

continue unchanged, now that humans have arranged things to my 

satisfaction. I like the sound of your smart coat that you wear to the beach. 

I bet you look splendid in it. I don’t need a coat, since if it’s cold outside I 

just refuse to leave the house. 

Since I last wrote to you, an amazing thing has happened. A human has 

had the astonishing good sense to produce the following instruction 

guide:  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I cannot over-emphasise how important this is, and how essential it is for 

all humans to follow its edicts. 

Sadly, my own humans are still on the foothills of cat negotiation 

territory and fail daily to abide by any of this wise advice. 

They’re always trying to talk to me and they speak utter gibberish! I 

miaou at them to inform them of something they need to know about for 

my comfort, and they just miaou back at me but what they do not realise 
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is that cat language is complex and nuanced; it is not just a vague 

miaouing noise. There are sophisticated semantics in use here and 

acquisition of such language takes years of care and study. Their attempts 

to communicate are peppered with grammatical mistakes, non sequiturs 

and irrelevancies. I say (translated) ‘Give me food, and make the 

radiators warm up,’ and they will answer with some nonsense such as 

(translated) ‘Oh yes Ginger! Tax returns! My postillion has been struck 

by lightning. La plume de ma tante,’ none of which is of any use or 

interest to me. I suppose they think they are saying nice things like ‘Yes 

Ginger you are the finest cat ever! You are beautiful! And clever! Food 

and warmth shall be yours immediately,’ but the truth is they are 

completely ignorant of the feline language and its syntaxes, structures and 

vocabulary. Pathetic. 

It is quite annoying that they can’t understand what I tell them. In the last 

week, for instance, I have needed to let them know the following 

important facts: 

There is an unfamiliar car parked across the road. 

It’s gone now. 

My food bowl is 4 inches to the left of its usual position. 

There is a bit of dust on the stairs and I don’t want to walk past it. 

It’s raining, and you need to make it stop. 

But could I get them to understand? No. I could not. Not even one of 

those facts. 

It has been raining quite a lot over the last month or two. It makes it very 

muddy outside and the woman doesn’t like everyone putting muddy 

footprints all over the kitchen floor – except mine! She thinks my 

footprints are sweet and she calls the others to come and look at them. 

My footprints usually lead from the kitchen door, to beside 

my food cupboard where I like to sit waiting for food to 

come out. She thinks this is delightful; though in my 

opinion it is just pure common sense – where else should I 

wish to be? I might add, that although she likes to see my 

‘dear little footprints’ she mops them up in the end, the 

same as she mops everyone else’s footprints up. ‘Dear little 

footprints’ indeed. The tracks of my mighty cousins the 
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lions and tigers are not so different, and I’d like to see her call them 

sweet. 

Anyway, it seems to be getting a bit sunnier now, which pleases me. I 

hope you all enjoy a lovely spring time. 

All the best, 

Ginge 

 

 

      

Retirement---and what to expect!! 
 

1. My doctor asked if anyone in my family suffered from mental 
illness. I said, "No, we all seem to enjoy it." 
2. I thought the dryer made my clothes shrink. Turns out it was the 
refrigerator. 
3. I thought growing old would take longer. 
4. My bucket list: keep breathing. 
5. Camping: where you spend a small fortune to live like a 
homeless person. 
6. Just once, I want a username and password prompt to say: 
"close enough." 
7. Being an adult is the dumbest thing I have ever done. 
8. I'm a multitasker. I can listen, ignore, and forget all at the same 
time! 
9. At my funeral, take the bouquet from my coffin and throw it into 
the crowd to see who is next? 
10. Retirement to do list: Wake up. Nailed it! 
11. Went to an antique show and people were bidding on me. 
12. People who wonder if the glass is half empty or half full miss 
the point. The glass is refillable. 
13. Retired signage: Under new management. See spouse for 
details. 
14. When you can't find the sunshine ... be the sunshine. 
15. I don't have grey hair. I have wisdom highlights. 
16. Sometimes it takes me all day to get nothing done. 
17. I don't trip I do random gravity checks. 
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18. My heart says "chocolate and wine" -- but my jeans say, 
"please, please, please, eat a salad!" 
19. Never laugh at your spouse's choices. You are one of them. 
20. One minute you're young and fun. The next, you're turning 
down the car stereo to see better. 
21. I'd grow my own food if only I could find bacon seeds. 
22. Losing weight doesn't seem to be working for me, so from now 
I'm going to concentrate on getting taller. 
23. Some people are like clouds, once they disappear it's a 
beautiful day. 
24. Some people you're glad to see coming; some people you're 
glad to see going. 
25. My body is a temple -- ancient and crumbling.  
26. Common sense is not a gift. It's a punishment because you 
have to deal with everyone who doesn't have it. 
27. I came. I saw. I forgot what I was doing. Retraced my steps. 
Got lost on the way back. Now I have no idea what's going on. 
28. Senility. If you see this same list a year from now you will think 
they are all new. 
 

 

News from the Exmoor Pony Centre, 
Ashwick, Dulverton TA22 9QE 
 

Let’s hope there is light at the end of this very long tunnel, and we will 
be able to re-open to the public in April – no earlier than the 12th. 
Please keep an eye on our website for opening times and booking 
details, as we will just have to wait to see what Boris says in the coming 
weeks.  
 

During lockdown we have been organising some new ventures and we're 
now also offering a range of 'Ponies Helping People' activities, aimed at 
giving you a warm glow from contact with our lovely ponies. Individuals 
or groups can choose from a variety of grooming or leading sessions at 
the Centre, or a walking and pony leading experience out onto Exmoor. 
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Deeper 1:1 equine facilitated personal development sessions are also 
now available in a new private area at the Centre. 
 

At the beginning of February, eight ponies, including Andy and Banksy 
who were so popular with visitors last year, left the centre to go to a 
conservation grazing site of 800 acres in Suffolk. They met up with 
twelve of our ponies who have been there since 2019 and have settled 
in well. The Exmoor pony is a popular environmental land manager, with 
many being sought for 'wilding' projects.  These large areas of estate 
land being turned back to nature make for perfect homes for our mealy 
mouthed, brown bodied equine friends.  
We have also had the last of this year’s foals gelded and they are all 
happy to be handled by our staff. Their journey to a new home will 
happen later in the Spring. 
 

If you are ordering items from Amazon, please could you consider doing 
it through Amazon Smile and selecting The Moorland Mousie Trust as 
your nominated charity. It doesn’t cost you a penny, but it does mean 
the charity will receive a donation. Thank you in advance. 
 

We hope that all our friends and supporters are well and look forward to 
welcoming visitors to see the ponies in April – fingers crossed! Please 
keep up to date with our news on the website and social media 
platforms. 
 

Website: www.exmoorponycentre.org.uk 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheExmoorPonyCentre 
Email: info@exmoorponycentre.org.uk 
Tel: 01398 323093 

 

 
Clifton Diocesan Trustees: The Diocese is currently looking for an 
individual to join the Board of the Trustees and to chair the new 
Safeguarding sub-committee. In order to enhance the skills of the Board, 
the suitable person should have a strong understanding of safeguarding 

http://www.exmoorponycentre.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/TheExmoorPonyCentre
mailto:info@exmoorponycentre.org.uk?subject=From%20the%20website
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and ideally have experience as a leader in a safeguarding role. The 
individual should also have experience in finance and financial 
management, or in charity governance, or in commercial leadership in 
order to support the full activities of the main Board. The commitment is 
to one 3 hour meeting per month on a Wednesday from 9.30 am in 
Bristol along with other work on the Safeguarding sub-committee, and 
preparation for meetings. It is usual for a Trustee to give somewhere in 
the region of 6 hours per month plus travelling time. If you would like to 
be considered for this position, please send your details to the Bishop’s 
Private Secretary, St Ambrose, North Rd, Leigh Woods, Bristol BS8 3PW 
by 16th April.  

 

 

Amen 
Gracious Lord I thank you 

For every day I live, 

And of course the nights, 

Keep me in your presence 

As long as I may continue 

Remembering all of those 

I love and lose, 

Enabling me to carry on 

Throughout my life 

To a great age 

“I hope;” 

At the end of life 

I will ask, 

“May I join you?” 

Saying “So be it.” 

~ Michael Solitarius ~ 
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ST STANISLAUS & SACRED HEART PARISHES 
 

Please remember the following in your prayers, they 
are the sick and housebound of the two parishes 
and those we are asked to pray for: 
Roisin Lee, Susan Gray, Laura Simpson, Simon, Jean 
Carpenter, Terry-Anne (Freddie), Sue Appleton, Sue 

Young, Mary Carlin, Maggie Smith, Judy Hall, Tom Hall, Theresa 
O'Neill, Bernadette Smart, John Mees, John Alexever, Pamela 
Whitsey, Teresa Jackson, Walter Spence, Amy Edwards, Angela 
Kingdom, Gill Standidge, Sophy Thursby, Paula Bennett, Carol 
Taylor, Bridget Goodridge, Pete Bird. 
 

Please remember all expectant mothers, armed forces personnel 
injured on duty, and members of the parishes who are house-
bound and/or ill and their families and carers. 
 

Please also pray for the clergy of the Diocese especially those 
who may be sick. Remember Fr. Michael Derrick D'Mello, Dcn 
David Wakefield, Dcn Trevor Jones. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Need help with shopping? 

Call Paul 07704124388 

 

 


